Three frats fined for rush violations

By Mitch Trachtenberg

Three fraternities have been fined in decisions by the Interfraternity Council (IFC) Judicial Committee for rush violations charged during the 1974 Residence/Dean's Office Hearing.

Delta Psi (Number 6 Club), Theta Delta Chi (TDC), and Theta Xi (TX) were assessed with small fines as the fraternity committees dealt with problems remaining from the 1973 rush.

Charges had been made by Epsilon Theta (ET) against Number 6, Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) against TX. The violations were all minor and included small fines as the fraternity was assessed with twenty-five suspended. The remaining case, Deke vs. TDC, and the decision was reversed on an appeal.

Delta Psi's other charge involved sleeping over at the fraternity house and making phone calls in the names of freshmen applicants. The charges against Number 6 was that they had allowed an anonymous helper in rush to tell stories "damaging" to Epsilon Theta to prospective pledges.
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